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JRA1. RAPID RESPONSE TO ENVIRONMENTAL EMERGENCY ALERTS:
THE “RED PHONE”
TASKS 1/2

T6.1 Consult with relevant organisations
T6.2 Establish a procedure for alerting
T6.3 Consult with relevant organisations
T6.4 Compile and analyse existing constraints
T6.5 Identify Space Agencies and laboratories that would analyse data
TASKS 2/2

T6.6 Procedure for delivering relevant data

T6.7 Event selection for field trial run of the red phone process

T6.8 Potential Action Plan preparation and distribution

T6.9 Long term sustainability discussion

T6.10 Outreach
DELIVERABLES

D6. 1 - Report on the red phone action plan (M24)
D6. 2 - Refined action plan including experience from a field trial (M30)
D6. 3 - Popular Science summary of the action plan (M42)
MILESTONES

M6.1 - Field trial of a fictitious hazard event completed (M30)

M6.2 - Identification of appropriate agencies that can ensure long term sustainability of the red phone rapid response capability (M36)